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At this mid-point in the school year, Tech’s 
administrative team is busy running the school 
day-to-day and planning for the future! I want to 
inform our Bulldog community about some of the 
things we are working on.

On the day-to-day level, we are still working to raise attendance and lower 
tardiness rates. I am working with Mr. Price to enforce detentions given for 
lateness to 1st and 5th periods. Our school’s Culture Team is working to 
provide ways to celebrate students who are attaining attendance goals. 
Our first Honor Roll Celebration will be February 10th. We hope praising 
students for working hard and being timely will encourage more students 
to improve their efforts. Also in support of students, there will be an 
Organization and Time Management Workshop on Wednesday, February 
10th at 1:30 pm in room 132. This workshop is free and open to all students. 

In addition, we are trying to increase students’ awareness of the behavior 
they need to exhibit when they are out in the neighborhood around Tech. 
When students eat lunch on people’s porches and engage in undesirable 
behavior in people’s yards, the Superintendent hears about it. I want to 
work with students so that they are more aware of the inappropriateness 
and impact of their actions and change their behavior. We want to resolve 
this on our end so that the district does not make changes to our lunch. 
Please talk with your children about being dynamite Bulldogs while out 
in the community.

OUSD, under the leadership of Superintendent Antwan Wilson, wants to 
provide greater access to the SAT for all families and to this end, the SAT 
will be provided to all 11th grade students at their high schools, including 
at Oakland Tech, this April. Not all students in the past had the chance to 
take the SAT at their own school during the school day. Additionally, it may 
be free for all 11th graders. 

In addition, OUSD has introduced to all school principals a new school 
assessment tool called the School Performance Framework (SPF). From 
now on, the SPF will replace the Balanced Scorecard as the tool with 
which all schools will be compared and ranked. One component of the 
SPF is the SBAC (Smarter Balanced Assessment Consortium) test put in 
place last year to measure students’ success in mastering the Common 
Core curriculum. We want to let parents know that it is important for their 
children to take this test, rather than “opt out” of it. Last spring when it was 
given for the first time, the timing was unfortunate as it was just before the 
AP tests. High school principals asked OUSD to look at the available testing 
windows and make adjustments. One change that has been made is that 
there will be more time between SBAC and AP testing this year and since 
we have more Chrome Books available, SBAC testing should be finished 
before AP testing begins. We will do all that we can to minimize the impact 
of the SBAC on student learning, but we need students to take the test. 
We plan to educate our community on the importance of the test and the 
need for full participation 

Greetings, Bulldog Families!
From the Top Dog
Principal Staci Morrison
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“We’re passionate about this program,” says 
Oakland Tech parent Alanda Turner, “because it 
gives students a chance to see what’s possible 
and feel empowered to achieve it.” Turner 
is talking about Tech’s upcoming tour of 
Historically Black Colleges & Universities (HBCU) 
slated to take place March 24 through April 1.

Over seven days, thirty-six Tech students will 
visit a dozen campuses in five states, from 
Morehouse College in Georgia to Prairie View 
A & M University in Texas. Along with touring 
campuses, Bulldogs will meet with admissions 

directors, speak with teachers and coaches, 
consult with financial aid counselors and get 
the low-down on school life from students 
(including some Tech alums).

Excursions to historical landmarks, including 
the Edmund Pettus Bridge—site of the 1965 
“Bloody Sunday” conflict when police attacked 
civil rights marchers—are also on the agenda.

To participate in the program, students had to 
raise funds, be in good standing academically 
and socially, and attend monthly meetings. The 
PTSA is also financing some of the trip.

Chaperoning the students will be Turner, the 
HBCU Tour Coordinator; Dora Hopson, OT staff 

and Black Student Union (BSU) advisor; Lamar 
Hancock, African American Male Achievement 
instructor and BSU advisor; and parent and PTSA 
President Nadirah Stills.

Safe travels, Bulldogs! 

CAMPUSES
Georgia
Spelman College
Morehouse College
Clark Atlanta 
University
Alabama
Tuskegee University
Alabama State 
University
Mississippi!
Tugaloo College
Jackson State 
University
Louisiana
Xavier University

Dillard University
Southern A& M 
University Baton 
Rouge
Texas
Prairie View A & M 
University
Texas Southern 
University"

HISTORICAL SITES
Martin Luther King Jr.  
Memorial Center
Ebenezer Baptist 
Church
Edmund Pettus Bridge

From Tech to HBCUs!
By Nancy Murr

SCHOOLS AND SITES TO BE VISITED

Bulldogs going on the 2016 HBCU tour
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Greetings, Bulldog Families!Happy New Year Students  

and Families of Oakland Tech!
By Dawn Humphrey
As we start 2016, the Community Schools Office 
is ramping up for several student and family 
engagement events. Family engagement is 
one of the founding principles of Oakland’s 
full service community schools model. Guided 
by the OUSD Family Engagement Standards, 
community schools partner with families 
to understand and support their children’s 
academic and social-emotional learning as 
well as the overall success of the school. Schools and partners also 
support families’ education and basic needs so that they can best 
nurture their children’s overall development (Community School 
and Student Services). Monday, February 8th marks the beginning of 
Oakland Tech’s Academy Week! 9th grade students and families will 
be able to hear about the various academies and pathways available 
to students entering 10th grade. On Thursday, February 11th, from 
5:00pm – 8:00pm, parents and families are invited to engage with 
staff and students from our various programs and to hear first-hand 
about the benefits of applying. For more information about Academy 
Information Night or ways to get involved, please free to contact me 
at dawn.humprhey@ousd.org. 

by all.

As you know, the approval of Measure N last year means that more 
funding is available to expand academies (also called “pathways”). 
We will soon be hosting town hall meetings to engage our parent 
community in our Measure N planning so that they better understand 
what the funds will mean for our students. We will be building out our 
existing academies so that more students have the opportunity to 
engage in these smaller, focused learning communities. Our plan is for 
more spaces for next year’s 10th graders. On February 11th we will host 
and Academy Night for 9th grade parents to learn more about each 
academy. Please look out for more information. We are also currently 
looking at the possibility of changing our daily schedule to allow for 7 
periods instead of 6. This will allow greater flexibility in schedules and 
more time for teacher collaboration. 

So much has happened so fast! In addition to the Measure N funding, 
Oakland Tech received a 2.3 million dollar grant from Intel to improve 
computer science education. (Editor’s note: please see the article on the 
Intel grant in this issue of Bulldog Bytes.) As we make changes in our 
daily operations and in our course offerings, please know that our goal 
is to maximize learning for all the students at Oakland Tech. With all 
the hard work ahead, it is an honor for me to serve as your principal. 

Meet Ena Dallas, 
Performing Arts Teacher 
and OakTechRep’s Theater 
Director
Ena Dallas, the passionate and creative director of 
Oakland Tech’s award winning theater program, 

seems to be the perfect leader 
for Tech students wanting to 
explore their creative growth 
through drama. While it is 
certainly a thrill for students 
to be on the stage in Oakland 
Tech’s beautifully renovated 
auditorium, Ms. Dallas is quick 
to point out that the benefits 
of arts education are huge 

and extend well beyond the glorious moment 
when the audience erupts into applause. “There 
are many scientific studies coming out showing 
that arts education improves all other aspects of 
a child’s education. For example, theater study 
improves children’s literary skills, empathy skills, 
decision-making skills, and creative thinking 
processes.” This means that the ever increasing 
number of students signing up for drama classes 
and productions will benefit in ways that will 
stay with them well beyond their years at Tech.

Ms. Dallas traveled a long and winding path 
before arriving at Oakland Tech six years ago. A 
native of Chicago, Ms. Dallas discovered the joy 
ot school plays in 2nd grade and stayed active 
in theater and dance through college. Her two 
years in college studying anthropology and 
theater made her want to do other things so she 

took a break to travel for a year. That year led her 
to study circus theater, become a professional 
trapeze artist, develop with a partner a trapeze 
act, and perform that act all over the US and 
Europe for 10 years! Circus is hard on the body and 
ready to try something new, Ms. Dallas enrolled 
at the California Institute of Integral Studies 
(CIIS) to finish her Bachelor’s degree and while 
there, took classes with someone she had met 
through performing arts circles– Jessa Berkner 
Moreno, then the drama teacher and theater 
director at Oakland Tech. Ms. Moreno asked 
Ms. Dallas to develop an afterschool acrobatics 
program at Tech and later to choreograph and 
assistant direct plays for OakTechRep. Once Ms. 
Dallas received her teaching credential, she 
began teaching Tech’s beginning drama classes 
and when Ms. Moreno accepted a position at 
San Jose State University this past summer, Ms. 
Dallas became Oakland Tech’s theater director, 
as well as the teacher of three beginning-
intermediate drama classes, advanced drama, 
and an APEX (English Academic Recovery) class. 
With all that on her plate, Ms. Dallas still has time 
to set very lofty goals for the drama students at 
Tech. 

Believing that the plays should expose the 
students to, in her words, both “the timeless 
nature of human experience and what is 
happening now in a social context,” Ms. Dallas 
formed a connection with a San Francisco 
based non-profit called Voice of Witness (VOW).
The 10th anniversary of Hurricane Katrina last 
year brought a lot of media attention to the 
gentrification of New Orleans and at the same 
time, stories were popping up regularly in 

local papers about 
the gentrification of 
Oakland. After hearing 
that a number of her 
students had been 
evicted from their 
homes and forced to 
shelter with relatives, 
Ms. Dallas chose as the 
basis of Tech’s fall play 
VOW’s book Voices 
from the Storm: The 
People of New Orleans 
on Hurricane Katrina 
and Its Aftermath, an 
oral history based 
on the stories of 13 
people who survived 
Hurricane Katrina, 
and worked with 
her students to turn the book into a theater 
production. While every word of the play they 
created came from the oral histories in the book, 
they organized those words into a script and 
created the movements to go with them. VOW 
liked the resulting play so much that it will be 
soon publish the script! 

While Tech’s drama students have a good track 
record of creating original works, Ms. Dallas also 
believes in giving them the opportunity to find 
modern meaning in classical plays. This spring, 
OakTechRep will be producing Shakespeare’s 
comedy As You Like It. No matter what plays she 
chooses, Ms. Dallas wants the plays to get her 
students thinking about social justice, social 
change, and equality. And of course, she wants 

Continued on page 5

Save the Date!  

March 12 • Oakland Tech Auction 

See page 4 for details!

Ena Dalles teaching acrobatics at Tech
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We have really exciting news: Derionna Hodges 
won the Comcast Leaders and Achievers 
Scholarship! Derionna Hodges and Terrell 
Richardson traveled to Washington, D.C. as 
part of a four-party team with Congresswoman 
Barbara Lee to celebrate the 150th anniversary 
of the 13th Amendment. Our students have truly 
emerged as strong student leaders, earning 
internships with the Congresswoman and 
sitting in with Congress and the Senate within 

feet of President Barack Obama! The Martin 
Luther King Jr. Freedom Center was founded by 
Congresswoman Barbara Lee. The center fosters 
learning about the life, influence, and continuing 
dream of Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. and other 

leaders in the movement for civil rights and 
nonviolence. It provides young people a safe 
haven to participate in life altering structured 
activities and programs that uplift individuals 
and our communities. In an article in the 
Oakland Post, Congresswoman Lee said, “I 
know that these young people will return to 
the East Bay with a renewed commitment to 
completing the unfinished work of ensuring 
equality and justice for all.” We congratulate 
the Martin Luther King Jr. Freedom Center, the 
legacy it upholds, and the leadership of our 
Oakland Tech students.

Seven other Upper Campus (UC)/ FADA 
students were accepted into the Martin Luther 
King, Jr. Freedom Center’s Leadership Academy. 
The students took a course entitled “The Life 
and Legacy of Dr. King” over the winter break. 
The course was taught by Dr. Roy Wilson of 
the MLK Jr. Freedom Center on the Merritt 
College campus. The students who attended 
from the UC were: Terrell Richardson, Macarena 
Valenzuela, Brandon Gaston, Khadijah Jalloh, 
Brendon Jordan, Ngan Ly and Jerermiah Vaughn. 
These civic engagement leaders are now part 
of an ongoing program which partners OUSD 
students with Barbara Lee and the MLK Jr. 
Freedom Center.

On November 19th, fifty UC students were 
hosted by Barnes and Noble Bookstore in 

Emeryville. Our students not only selected 
books for personal and classroom reading, but 
also performed their own poetry. “I have never 
been to a book store before,” said 10th grade 
student SaSa Win. “The PTSA made this happen. 
I didn’t know a bookstore could be such a fun 
place to enjoy and just get lost in.” Two guest 
authors shared their work with the students and 
encouraged them to keep reading and writing.

Our Jefferson Students in Action held a warm 
clothing drive before winter break." They took 
their straight-from-the-heart determination to 
collect whatever they could and bring it to a local 
center for the needy." Jose Torres, Vincent Hal 
and Erin Walker took the lead in promoting the 
drive. They have expressed a desire to continue 
this program on a larger scale. 

Derionna Hodges (far left) and Terrell Richardson pose 
in the Capitol with Congresswoman Barbara Lee

UC JSA students collect warm coats

What’s Up on the 
Upper Campus?
By Marsha Rhynes and Teresa Williams

The lack of diversity in the high tech industry 
is well known. The vast majority of workers in 
the computer industry are white men, with 
African-Americans and Hispanics the most 
underrepresented minorities. The statistics 
are startling. Only 1% of Google’s workforce 
is black. Yahoo’s is 1% black and 3% Hispanic. 
One company in the forefront of the push 
for diversity in high tech is Santa Clara-
based Intel, one of the world’s largest makers 
of semiconductor chips used in personal 
computers. Danielle Brown, Intel’s Chief 
Diversity Officer, states on the company website, 
“Intel is committed to setting the industry 
standard for a diverse and inclusive workplace 
culture” and its CEO recently announced 
Intel’s goal “to achieve full representation of 
women and underrepresented minorities in 
our U.S. workforce by 2020.” That timing is 
good for Oakland Tech students interested 
in the high tech field thanks to another bold 
initiative by Intel: a 5-million dollar grant over 
the next 5 years to OUSD in order to, according 
to its website, “implement a comprehensive, 
education transformation solution that will 
create a computer science and engineering 
pathway for more than 2,400 students.” 
Oakland Tech is receiving 2.3 million of that 
money, with McClymonds receiving the rest.

Asked why of all the schools in the Bay Area, Intel 
chose Tech, Principal Staci Morrison said, “Intel 
looked at the labor forecast and at the companies 

coming to the Bay Area and in particular to 
Oakland and, given their commitment to 
diversity, they saw that with proper training, 
Oakland would be able to provide a diverse 
workforce.” She added that Intel chose Tech and 
McClymonds because both schools are diverse 
and already have computer science programs in 
place.

Since Oakland Tech is getting a lot of money, 
it has a lot of planning to do! Currently Intel 
representatives meet once a month with staff 
from OUSD, Tech and McClymonds. In addition 
to that meeting, Tech’s team, which includes 
Ms. Morrison, Assistant Principal Mr. Diaz, 
Mr. Onyeador and the other teachers in the 
Computer Academy (CA), meets at least twice a 
month. At this point they are still in the design 
phase, focusing on giving extra support to 
incoming 9th graders. To that end, the team is 
considering a summer math/robotics program, 
geared for students who are below grade level, 

to expose them to computer science and help 
accelerate their math learning before they even 
start at Tech. 

A main focus of the grant will be building out 
the Computer Academy. The CA currently has 
a classroom upstairs and some space in the 
basement. Funds may be available for a redesign 
of the space to allow for more computers and 
more students and to make the space look more 
like work spaces in the computer industry. There 
are currently 60 spots in the CA and next year 
there will be at least 90. The build-out will also 
entail hiring additional staff, including, in all 
likelihood, a female computer science teacher.

Once plans have been finalized, there will be 
summer internships (hopefully, for every CA 
student!), externships, work opportunities, more 
girls in the CA, and mentors to work long-term 
with students. For now, there is a lot of work 
to be done and a lot of excitement about the 
opportunities the grant will open up for Tech 
students, some of whom will graduate ready for 
jobs in the field. As Ms. Morrison said, “We push 
all our students to go to college, but many can’t 
afford to stay there for 4 years. We want to give 
students the skills they will need to get jobs in 
high tech so that they can support themselves 
through college and beyond!” 

More information will be available soon, but for 
now, we salute Intel for supporting the students 
of Oakland Tech! 

Huge Investment in Tech’s Computer Academy
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The Easiest Way to 
Raise Funds for Tech 
Is In Your Hands
By Lauren Kerr

Your debit or credit card, registered 
through the  , is the easiest way you can 
help raise money for Oakland Tech’s PTSA."

Whether you’re shopping for iPads, Macs, 
and iPhones; books, clothes, jewelry — even 
gift certificates! Every time you shop with a 
registered debit or credit card at eScrip’s online 
mall, from 2% to 12% goes straight to Oakland 
Tech. Just go to eScrip (http://www.escrip.com/), 
register if you haven’t already, and click on “shop 
online,” the portal to hundreds of your favorite 
online shopping sites. It’s very easy to safely 
and securely register your debit and credit cards 
with eScrip."

Since we lost our funding through Safeway 
Club Cards, it’s more important than ever that 
you take a few minutes to register your debit, 
credit, and store loyalty cards (CVS, Pharmaca, 
Walgreen’s, and more) with eScrip.

The PTSA is dedicated to supporting all the 
students and teachers at Oakland Tech. 
Obviously, parents want the best for their 
own child, but our children thrive when they 
are part of a strong community. The PTSA 
is one way that parents can show their 
commitment to not only their child, but 
to their child’s school. We welcome your 
involvement. However big or small it may 
seem to you, it matters!

Stay informed! Are you receiving the 
online Bullhorn? Are you signed up for the 
PTSA Yahoo Group?"Go to Tech’s web page 
and click on the COMMUNICATIONS button 
to subscribe to these important sources of 
information.

Come to monthly PTSA meetings! 
Upcoming dates: 2/8, 3/14, and 4/11. 
Meetings are 7-9:00pm in the library. Come 
learn about programs and issues at our 
school and hear from our principal.

An easy way to give to Tech! Find out 
whether your employer has a “matching 
donations” program. Your donation of $25, 
for example, could suddenly become $50. 
Go to Tech’s main web page and click on the 
GIVING button for a link to companies that 
may have matching gift programs.

Parent Patrol volunteers needed! Want 
to help maintain school safety, help the 
community relations, and feel connected 
to the school? You can achieve all these 
in one easy act: volunteer to be on Parent 
Patrol! You will get training from Tech head 
security officer Fred Trotter. Interested? Text 
or call Fred at (510) 927-1318.

Help recruit other parents! The PTSA will 
soon start planning for its leadership team 
for next year and is looking for a few parents 
to help seek out parents to fill open positions. 
Serving on the Nominating Committee is 
a great way to meet new people and learn 
more about what the PTSA does and it is an 
easy, short-term commitment. You DO NOT 
have to be a regular PTSA meeting attendee. 
We are hoping to attract more diversity 
on our leadership team. Contact Elizabeth 
Falkner, parliamentarian@oaklandtech.com

Do One Thing (OT) for Oakland Tech (OT)! 
Can we count on you to do you your One 
Thing for Tech? The Tech Auction is"Saturday, 

March 12. There will be many ways you 
can pitch in to help make Tech’s biggest 
fundraiser of the year a huge success."Please 
go to the website and under “School News” 
click on the headline “Donate, volunteer, 
and attend Annual Auction” to sign up.

College Mentoring Committee On 1/12, 
several college freshmen from Tech’s Class 
of 2015 participated in a panel discussion 
for Tech students covering topics like the 
rigor of academics, residential life and 
social pressures, and how to choose a 
college. Upcoming events include College 
Information Night For Juniors in March, a 
workshop led by the College and Career 
Center focused on how to complete the 
FAFSA (the form required by all colleges 
in order to apply for financial aid) and 
scholarship information. In May we will 
celebrate many of our seniors at the annual 
Scholarship Ceremony.

From Our PTSA President
Happy New Year 
Oakland Tech 
Community!
Believe it or not, we are already halfway through the 
school year and we are off to a great start. Over the 
past couple of months, the PTSA has been busy in 
service to the Oakland Tech community. We began the 

school year with record numbers of community members joining the PTSA. In 
addition, we have elected a new CSSC (Community School Site Council), launched 
a new website, kicked off our Annual Fund, awarded our first round of Mini/
Maxi grants, conducted Road to College workshops, hosted sports banquets, 
conducted school tours, learned about Measure N, and much more. We were 
able to accomplish all these tasks with the support of committed volunteers 
and through generous financial donations from our community. I would like 
to continue this momentum as we head into the new year by supporting our 
annual auction which provides a large amount of the funding for our PTSA 
programs. Also, I would like to encourage you to go the “get involved” button 
on the Oakland Tech website to find out how you can lend a hand to support the 
Oakland Tech community. I look forward to continuing the work in service to the 
Oakland Tech community. Remember teamwork makes the dream work.

Yours in Service,

Nadirah Stills • Oakland Tech PTSA President • president@oaklandtech.com 

• PTSA NEWS • PTSA NEWS • PTSA NEWS • PTSA NEWS • PTSA NEWS

PTSA News, 
Reminders,  
and Updates

Continued on page 5
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If each Tech family registers a card or two, and 
remembers to shop via the eScrip Online 
Mall, we can make up those missing funds!

Below are the percentages of your purchases 
that various stores donate to Tech. You 
shop and they donate—and it’s a great deal  
for Tech!

Questions? Contact!Lauren Kerr: 
freemoney@oaklandtech.com.

• PTSA NEWS •

Giving Students  
a Boost 
By Jane Mason

Meet Mr. Colley, a Cal Studies teacher who 
facilitates the Boost program. Boost is 
a tutoring program at Tech designed to 
support freshmen as they transition to the 
larger academic workload of high school. The 
program was the brainchild of Cal Studies 
teachers looking for ways to give students 
additional support and ex-PTSA president 
Terry Cullinane, who now raises funds for the 
program. 

Boost is offered after school Monday–
Thursday and on Wednesday mornings. Students can get help in math, 
English/history, and biology. Sessions meet in the classrooms of teachers 
who teach a given subject and are offering Boost that day. While a teacher 
will be there to offer help, much of the tutoring is done by other Tech 
students. 

“One of the important components of the Boost program is its near peer 
tutors,” Mr. Colley says. Near peer tutors are older Tech students who 
have experienced freshman year and have skills, knowledge, and insight 
to share. There were no peer tutors when Boost first started, and adding 
them for the second year significantly increased participation. “The peer 
tutors have been extremely beneficial to the program, because kids 
are more likely to come in when another student is there to help them. 
Having near peers in the classroom during Boost also takes things beyond 
academics because the tutors have a wealth of information and can help 
students in a lot of areas like communicating with specific teachers and 
navigating coursework.” Peer tutors are nominated by teachers and meet 
with Mr. Colley to determine whether Boost is a good fit for them before 
committing. Tutoring commitments are semester-by-semester, and some 
tutors have been with the program for multiple years. 

Boost is offered to students on an as-needed basis. Some kids come 
regularly, while others drop in if they missed a quiz or need help on a 
specific assignment. “Things definitely get busier during exam time or 
when big essays are due,” Mr. Colley says.

Is Boost successful? While the obvious goal is to improve academic 
performance, which thus far has not been tracked, there are less tangible 
positives that Mr. Colley sees. “Connecting with tutors helps students get 
more comfortable in many ways. They may feel more confident about 
asking questions in class. They may be more willing to ask a teacher for 
help. They may feel more comfortable just walking down the hall in a big, 
new school.” Overall, Mr. Colley says, Boost provides an opportunity for 
positive interactions between students who otherwise might not know 
each other. 

The Boost program also aims to provide leadership and mentoring 
opportunities to the peer tutors themselves. While the ninth graders 
are getting instructional help, the tutors are gaining experience. As Mr. 
Colley noted, “Most tutors develop closer relationships with the teachers 
they work with. They learn about teaching, about the subject matter, and 
about communication. Tutors also 
get subject review when helping 
others, which solidifies academic 
material.”

The tutors meet a few times a year 
with Mr. Colley to talk about what 
works and what doesn’t, and how 
they can help make the program 
better. “We really want the peer 
tutors to take ownership of the 
program,” Mr. Colley says, “so 
that when they apply to college 
they can include being part of the 
program, how they contributed, 
and what they learned on their college applications.” Tutors also receive 
a small stipend at the end of the year, along with a bit of financial literacy 
coaching about cashing checks and even opening checking accounts. 

Clearly Boost is giving just that—a boost—to Tech students. 

Mr. Colley

Continued from page 2

Continued from page 4

Meet Ena Dallas

Amazon 2.4%

Nordstrom 4.8%

Macy’s 3%

Apple Store 1.2%

1-800-FLOWERS 12%

giftcertificates.com" 3.6%

Sephora  4.2%

Home Depot  2.4%

Fossil  7.2%

Nike Store  3.6%

Target  2.4%"

them to have fun and forge bonds with one 
another in the process.

When asked what she likes most about her 
work at Tech, Ms. Dallas said, “This sounds 
kind of generic, but the truth is that I love 
my students. I get so much from exchanging 
ideas and creating art with them, watching 
them learn and grow. Being a teacher of young 
people brings out the best in me. I always want 
to keep my curriculum relevant and fresh.” She 
also noted the support of the administration, 
her fellow performing arts teachers Ms. Jack, 
Ms. Travick, and Mr. Fern, and the PTSA. 

While many people in the larger community know 
about the Oakland School for the Arts, Ms. Dallas 
wants the public to know that we have a professional 
level of performing arts training happening at 
Oakland Tech. In fact, organizers of the famous 
Edinburgh (Scotland) Festival Fringe, the world’s 
largest arts festival, recently contacted Ms. Dallas 
and after seeing photos and footage of recent 
productions, invited OakTechRep to participate in 
its 2017 festival. (Tech was one of only 4 California 
high schools invited to participate in 2010.) This is 
a huge honor for a high school theater group and 

a real testament to the dedication, creativity, and 
hard work of Ms. Dallas, Casey Fern and his Tech 
Techies, and the drama students of Oakland Tech!

For a glimpse into the exciting work of OakTechRep, 
all are invited at 7:00 pm on March 17, to a fundraiser 
for the drama program at Tech, part of Alameda 
County’s Arts in Education Month. On display will 
be a short film documentary about last year’s play 
called The Making of ‘American Night, the Ballad 
of Juan José by OakTechRep, excerpts from Voices 
from the Storm, and original theatrical works by 
the students. Come support the very talented 
Ms. Dallas and her very talented Tech students! 
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Ride For A Reason
By Paul Vetter and Mike Napolitano
Somehow it happened. We became accustomed 
to teacher wish lists, peeling paint, extra fees for 
sports and music, too few (if any) counselors, 
and the highest student-to-teacher ratios in 
the nation. We can do better! Nothing is more 
important to our future than ensuring that all 
our children receive a good education. Please 
join us on Saturday, May 14 for the 8th annual 
Ride for a Reason, a bike ride from Oakland to 
Sacramento to draw attention to the ongoing 
education funding problem and to raise funds for 
Oakland schools. Last year, 250 riders pedaled to 
Sacramento and raised $107,000 for six Oakland 

public schools. More than two-thirds of the 
students at all of our beneficiary schools qualify 
for free or reduced-price lunches. At Oakland 
International, all students are recent immigrants 
and English language learners, and 30% have 
formal refugee status. Oakland International 
doesn’t have a PTA machine to fund all the things 
that can help make high school a transformative 
experience for these future citizens.

This year, we have two courses for riders to 
choose from: 45 or 109 miles. We provide all the 
support you will need to go the distance on May 
14. We encourage all riders to raise $250 or more 

in pledges, but the only real requirement is to 
ride. Past riders and volunteers report having an 
amazing, inspiring, fun day, leaving them feeling 
tired, but energized for supporting our schools. 
Of course we need volunteers to drive gear, 
hand out water and snacks — and you’ll make 
instant best friends doing that for tired riders.

For more information or to donate, register, or 
volunteer, please go to: http://rideforareason.
dojiggy.com or contact Paul Vetter at pavetter@
comcast.net" if you are interested in riding or 
helping. Working together we can make a 
difference! 

Picture this: The buzzer sounds at the end of 
the third quarter. It’s tied 45-45. Five Lady 
Bulldogs come panting off the court, trying 
to keep the grins off their faces, wiping well-
deserved sweat from their eyes. They’ve just 
come back from a 15-point deficit, and 
held the opponent (Deer Valley) to 6 points 
for the quarter. Ready and well positioned 
to take the game, the Bulldogs stride onto 
the court. In the next eight minutes, they 
turn the tide of the game, returning from 
the half with a 49-point swing and win the 
game 73-63. 

The girls basketball program opened 
preseason with a win, hit a dry spell, and 
ended preseason with a win. Their record 
so far is not the most impressive, but 
that says nothing about what’s going on 
behind the scenes. This year we welcomed 
new head coach Leroy Hurt and JV coach 
Monica Pickens. They are working hard 
to change the culture of Oakland Tech 
basketball. They push values such as “Be 
on time, ask questions, help each other, and 
give 100% at all times.” They aim to better the 
players on and off the court and create a more 

connected community. They have even taken 
the players out for multiple team meals to 
encourage team bonding. 

The majority of varsity graduated last year 
after ending the season with a bang. They 

won the OAL championship and made it to 
the quarter finals in the state competition. 
Varsity now has three seniors: Alaysia Clemons, 

Yulisa Fernandez, and Monae Seals; three 
juniors: A’Shari Jackson, Devin Maxwell, and 
Lucy Flattery-Vickness; three sophomores: 
Jakol Carter, Donae Taylor, and Kenya Brown; 
and one freshman: Tiffany Siu. The JV Roster 

consists of five freshmen: Takhmina Abdul, 
Kiara Givens, Hailey Smith, Morgan Roche, 
and Emily Ye, and two sophomores: Mia 
Martin and Janae Davis. 

Varsity has participated in three 
tournaments so far, competing against 
some of the best teams in Northern 
California. Their OAL season started 
Friday January 8th against Mcclymonds. 
Games will be on Wednesdays and Fridays 
throughout the rest of the season (the 
OAL has also been reconfigured so that 
varsity boys and varsity girls will always 
play games consecutively at the same 
location). Although this is a rebuilding year 
for the team, the Bulldogs have improved 
each game and are ready to tackle the OAL 

with all they’ve got. Be sure to come out and 
support us! 

Lady Bulldogs huddle after the !rst quarter

Demonstrating the famous Lady Bulldog DefenseAlaysia Clemmons and Monet Jackson prepare for a steal.

The Lady Bulldogs Take the Court
By Lucy Flattery-Vickness  
Photos by Will Flattery-Vickness
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As the Parent Liaison for TPU, 
I offer parents and caregivers 
educational sessions to sharpen 
their skills as they engage in 
one of life’s most important and 
demanding roles. At TPU, we honor 
parents and caregivers as true 
partners in educating our children 
and encourage broad active 
participation that is reflective of 
our student population. To that 
end, enjoy our upcoming TPU 
classes and workshops including 
Redirecting Children’s Behavior, 
Balancing Love and Discipline, 
Teaching Children Self-Control, 
Drugs – Your Child, Your Influence 
and Couples Communication. 

In addition to our courses, I 
will also feature key articles 
centered on a specific issue or 
theme to support home and 
school engagement." Enjoy the 
article below, abridged from 
AhaParenting.com on the most 
important skill for parents in 
talking with their kids. 

If you have questions," would" like 
to make an"appointment,"or need 
additional information about my 
services, call"(510) 463-1163.

Debra Carter-Kelly, Parent Liaison

From Tech Parent University (TPU) By Debra Carter-Kelly, Parent Liaison

The most important skill for parents 
in talking with kids is listening. 
Not answering, not teaching, not 
lecturing, not fixing things or offering 
solutions. What your kids need from 
you is your full attention and empathy. 
That’s what deep listening is. How do 
you do it?
1. PAY FULL ATTENTION This is your 
time to listen to your child. The 
shopping list and that problem at 
the office can wait. Your child knows 
when you’re really listening. Turn 
off your cell phone. Really. She will 
remember for the rest of her life that 
her parent turned off the cell phone to 
listen to her. 
2. ACKNOWLEDGE AND REFLECT 
HIS FEELINGS without judgment 
or suggestion. “You sure are angry 
at your brother” and “You seem 
worried about the field trip today” 
are conversation openers. “You just 
have to make the effort to get along 
with your brother!” and “Don’t be 
such a baby about the field trip; of 
course you’re going!” are conversation 
closers. Ask nonjudgmental questions 
that require real answers.
3. EMPATHIZE INSTEAD OF PROBING 
“Tell me how you feel” is not empathy. 
Empathy is mirroring whatever she’s 
already showing you. “You seem sad 
this morning” or “You’re very quiet 

tonight,” followed by a warm smile 
will encourage her to open up more 
than badgering her with questions.
4. DON’T PUT YOUR CHILD ON THE SPOT 
Kids often open up more when we 
aren’t looking at them. Your child may 
feel more comfortable talking while 
driving in the car, doing dishes, or 
walking down the street. Sometimes 
when we turn the lights out at night, 
kids pour out their souls to us in the 
dark. 
5. HELP YOUR CHILD PROCESS HIS 
EMOTIONS WITH EMPATHY Your 
acknowledgment and acceptance of 
what he’s feeling – even those more 
disturbing emotions like jealousy 
and anger – help him accept his own 
feelings, allowing them to resolve. 
Often when kids feel their emotions 
are understood and accepted, the 
feelings lose their charge and begin to 
dissipate. Accepting his feelings and 
reflecting them does not mean you 
agree with them or endorse them, but 
you’re showing him you understand. 
6. CLOSE YOUR MOUTH There are 
teachable moments, but kids learn 
most from the opportunity to hear 
themselves talk and come to their 
own conclusions. If you give in to the 
temptation to lecture, your child will 
clam up. If you want to let your child 
know you’re listening, make short 

sounds: “Mmmm....huh....wow!...”
7. DON’T START SOLVING THE PROBLEM 
The point is to let him get past his 
upset so that he can begin to think 
about solutions himself, not to solve 
it for him. That means you’ll have to 
manage your own anxiety about the 
issue. 
8. DON’T START BY TRYING TO CHANGE 
THE FEELING OR CHEER HER UP 
Arguing her out of the bad feeling just 
invalidates her. Acknowledge it and 
honor her experience.
9. KEEP THE CONVERSATION SAFE FOR 
YOUR CHILD BY MANAGING YOUR OWN 
EMOTIONS Don’t take it personally. 
Breathe. Detach. Above all, if you 
start feeling responsible (“I could 
have prevented this!”) or terrified 
(“I can’t believe this is happening to 
my child!”), get a grip and put your 
feelings aside. This isn’t about you. 
You can process later. 
10. MATCH YOUR REACTION WITH HIS 
MOOD Mechanically parroting “It can 
be hard when your boyfriend splits 
up with you” is likely to evoke hysteric 
rage from your 14-year old. You 
empathize so your child knows you 
understand what’s she’s feeling, but 
you also communicate your wordless 
confidence that this too shall pass, 
and some day life will be good again.

10  Tips  to  Be  a  Brilliant  Listener  with  Your  Child
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TICKET  ORDER  FORM
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contact

AuctionDonation@
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SUPPORT
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at the

2016
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2016
Auction!

Please  support  
our  event  by  donating  
any  of  the  following:  

wine  •  goods  •  services  •  
events  •  experiences  •  

and  more!
WOOF!

    

Have

FUN
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